Ms Marvel: Metamorphosis and Transfiguration of the 'Minority' Superhero

ERNESTO PRIEGO

“The yellow mustard is blooming in every field,
Mango buds are clicking open, other flowers too…”

-Amir Khusro (1253–1325 CE)

“You weren’t the same person when you came out as when you went in. Houdini’s first magic act, you know, back when he was just getting started. It was called ‘Metamorphosis’. It was never just a question of escape. It was also a question of transformation.”

-Sam Clay in Michael Chabon’s The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay (2000)

I am not currently what you would call a ‘superhero comics reader’, though I did read many throughout my childhood and youth. I have spent much of my life trying to spread the word that the words “comics” and “comic books” denote a much wider cultural phenomenon than that represented by (normally USAmerican, anglophone) superheroes. However, I find myself constantly fascinated by the apparently perennial nature of the superhero ‘genre’ (there must be a better term for that). I am also unavoidably attracted to the material fragility (and, to a large extent in my view, futility) of the ‘floppies’, the periodical, stapled comic books.

As an immigrant myself, I am always interested in how immigrants are represented in comic books, and as a reader I do not doubt the positive effects of having role models, fictional or not, to look up to. Anyone who knows a little bit about the history of superhero comics will know they developed as what we could call “an immigrant art form” (I have called it “a migrant art” elsewhere). Gerard Jones’s Men of Tomorrow (2004) is just one amongst several written accounts of how immigration shaped not only “America” but the whole industry of the American comic book (now a full-fledged, global mass transmedia entertainment industry).

I wish I had time to write something more thoughtful and detailed about the new(ish) Ms Marvel series. There is a nice feature by Wei Zhu titled “Muslim, Immigrant, Teenager…Superhero: How Ms. Marvel Will Save the World” (14 March 2014) in Religion Dispatches, a magazine published by the University of Southern California. It could be just a coincidence that an article signed by Graven Images: Religion in Comic Books and Graphic Novels (2010) co-editor A. David Lewis and titled “Kismet Seventy Years Later: Recognizing the First Genuine Muslim Superhero” (note the use of the adjective “genuine”) went live on 20 March 2014.

I have bought and read the first two issues of Ms Marvel, written by G. Willow Wilson, with art by
Adrian Alphona, colours by Ian Herring and lettering by Joe Caramagna. (The covers—including, in annoying Marvel style, variant ones—by Sara Pichelli & Justin Ponsor, Arthur Adams, Peter Steigerwald, Jamie McKelvie & Matt Wilson and Jorge Molina are attractive yet subtle, without disservicing the inside aesthetic feel of the actual story). I don’t want to say too much about these two issues as I think readers should read them themselves and because this is a series in progress that might still take different directions.

I’d like to say though that I was left with a very positive impression of the story, with enough pages in each issue to allow the reader to feel like something has happened (unlike so many other recent superhero titles that seem to have more adverts than actual story pages). Edited by Sana Amat, Ms Marvel so far feels like the result of much careful attention to detail, presenting potentially sensitive subjects (the comic book representation of gender, ethnicity, religion) in a ‘natural’ way, without falling into excessive or facile stereotyping and even more importantly political correctness.

Ms Marvel feels to me like a positive step towards the recognition of diversity in superhero comic books, perhaps in a much more mature way than in any of the other recent attempts in other Marvel titles. This is, however, a series meant for teenagers, and I suppose those between, say, 12 and 16 rather than those between 17 and 20… it does not read like a series “for girls”, whatever that means; perhaps in the same sense that Harry Potter is not a series just for boys even if the main protagonist happens to be male.

For me, what stands out in these two issues is how ‘normally’ or ‘naturally’ the situations are presented and developed, presenting a perhaps-universal question, and one dear to superhero comics since their conception, that of growing up, adapting and changing. It does not really matter too much that Kamala Khan is a Muslim, what counts is that she finds herself in that moment in every teenager’s life in which one needs to figure out things by one’s self, which often also means standing up to family and peers, and importantly to those traits within our selves that we did not know we had and that suddenly make a drastic and surprising appearance. It is also interesting that unlike other superhero characters Kamala is not an orphan, and the presence of her both parents (and brother) charges family with an importance similar to the one given to many recent mainstream American narratives, particularly on TV series.

Alphona’s and Herring’s art contributes a great deal to transmit a kind of ‘spiritual’, relaxed vibe to the events, even when the situations get tricky, and Wilson’s writing only gives us what is needed, without unnecessary narrative verbosity, limiting itself to the flow of dialogue, which feels human and, again, ‘natural’.

I found it interesting that the moment in which Kamala ‘receives’ her powers (from the one we are supposed to know is now Captain Marvel), the visual reference seemed to be Christian rather than Muslim, a (conscious?) depiction of Captain Marvel making an apparition, to make an annunciation in the form of a poem by Amir Khusro (not attributed in the actual comic):

---

Ms Marvel: Metamorphosis and Transfiguration of the ‘Minority’ Superhero: History
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Page from G. Willow Wilson (w), Adrian Alphona (a), Ian Herring, (c), Joe Caramagna (l), "Metamorphosis part one of five", *Ms Marvel* #1, no pagination, May 2014 (second printing), NY: Marvel Comics. © Marvel

Compare the page above from *Ms Marvel* #1 with Raphael’s “Transfiguration”: 
It can be just me seeing things, or me as interpreter with a particular frame of reference and background. *Ms Marvel* reads to me however as *bildungsroman* or coming-of-age story, and this is the same mega-meta-genre to which many other superhero comic books belong to, and here the moment in which Kamala receives her superpowers (this is no accidental encounter with a radioactive spider) has clear (to me) epiphanic, messianic undertones.

The inclusion of the poem calls for interpretations, creating perhaps parallels between Kamala’s growing pains and rite of passage and the yellow mustard “blooming in every field”.

I was surprised to read in the first issue’s letters page these words by editor Sana Amanat:

The world had just found out about the all-new Ms Marvel, Kamala Khan - and we were caught off-guard. Not that we didn’t realize the importance of this venture, or not expect a big response. We just couldn’t predict how immediate, how immense and how overwhelmingly positive the reaction would be. It seemed we had tapped into some global subconscious desire that had gone ignored for far too long. This book became a sort of victory for the misfits of the world, and they raised their flag proudly joining the ranks of the Kamala Korps as if it were long overdue.

It is hard for me not to read Amanat’s words with disbelief. Really? The use of the conditional reveals either extreme editorial caution, radical humility or blatant naïveté. Could anyone in the field of comic book publishing not have been aware that yes, this was more than long overdue? That superhero comics have for too long been vehicles of simplistic xenophobia and crass nationalism, failing to
represent the diversity not only of their readers and authors but of the world? That superhero comic books had for long failed to honour their historic origins as a genre that developed, in great part, from a need of immigrants not only to belong but to change the way the world perceived them, and to empower readers with the possibility to imagine not only escape but metamorphosis?

This is why to me there are important associations here between the story, titled “Metamorphosis” (which will comprise Ms. Marvel’s first five issues) and, say, Raphael’s “Transfiguration”, and Michael Chabon’s reflection on the origin of comic books as a preoccupation with the art of escape and the art of metamorphosis. What is it that enables Kamala’s transformation into Ms Marvel? What does this metamorphosis mean? What are the differences between a ‘metamorphosis’ and a ‘transfiguration’? Can a female ‘minority’ protagonist change the ‘master narrative’ of the superman, or is Kamala’s story the same story in all superhero stories, regardless of her own difference as both an individual and representative of (a) larger group(s)?

If being a teenager is always-already being a “mutant” experiencing the painful process of physical and psychological change, what is it like for the ‘minority’ female teenager? What is at stake when the process of “adaptation” into the adult world also includes the complex, often painful processes of cultural adaptation? What is lost and what is gained in these processes? What is at stake in the literary and visual representation, in the medium of comics, of the young female teenager’s desire to grow up, escape and, in her own words, become “normal”?

Here’s hoping the series at least attempts to provide its readers with some answers, or at least to further develop these and other questions.

Even better (hey, I can dream..!) maybe someone could write an article about it and submit it to the journal, so we can continue the conversation.
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